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 Price: $19.99 Description: MIDIQ by Korg is a classic software solution for processing MIDI files. You can perform on MIDI
channels, effects, and apply general settings for the tempo, musical key and dynamics. MIDIQ is a well known MIDI solution,
but it still has many advantages: it provides the possibility of combining several plugins in the set-up, and you can develop your

own plugins. For example, you can install a sample plugin and play it like a sound on the keyboard. A plugin can have many
parameters that you can adjust for your MIDI data. You can easily choose which plugins to use with the MIDIQ front-panel

menu. You can also choose among many available effects, such as amplifiers, equalizers, compressors, harmonizers, etc. MIDIQ
features powerful automation. Using MIDI automation you can control all MIDI-related parameters and play your sound exactly
as you want. MIDIQ is available in both 32-bit and 64-bit versions, so it can work on both Windows Vista/7 and Windows XP.
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An efficient new version of MIDIQ includes many new features. These new features include the ability to: create and edit your
own presets, save and load presets, get a live view of your MIDI-related parameters, control external MIDI devices, search for

MIDI files by name, open and close files, playback MIDI clips and send MIDI data to external devices. MIDIQ’s internal engine
is very flexible, so you can add your own parameters and define the range. So take the leap of faith and try out this new MIDI

solution from Korg! Exclusive: MIDIQ for Mac - Get for Free! MIDIQ for Mac features a MIDI Sequencer and MIDI Recorder
for Mac OS X, as well as 15 plugins for modulation and editing. This app was developed by Korg, so you can be sure of its

quality. You can also use MIDIQ for Mac to explore many MIDI related features, such as using the MIDI clock to control the
set-up and get the best out of your DAW and MIDI instruments. MIDIQ is one of the plugins that you can use to explore the

possibilities of MIDI inside your music software. With MIDIQ, you can explore the possibilities of MIDI inside your DAW, and
you can find the perfect plugin for your personal style. MIDIQ offers a wide range of features, including filters, sequencer,
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